
The world understands the Holocaust to be the Nazis’ systematic extermination of six
million innocent Jews, mostly by gas. However this notion is flawed, according to Jacob
Goldberg of the Berlin Polytechnic University.

“We’ve been led to believe that after Jews were gassed, their bodies were disposed of in
crematoria,” Goldberg explains, “although in some cases Jewish victims, especially
children, were thrown into the crematoria alive without being gassed. This has all been
thrown into question by recently discovered Third Reich technical schematics, which
prove that the crematoria were only used for non-Jews who died of natural causes. Jews
themselves were actually cremated inside the gas chambers.”

Goldberg’s diagrams show that Nazi gas chambers were mounted on large hydraulic
platforms that rose up from the floor into flame nozzles after the Jews were gassed inside
the chamber. Once the chamber was in place, the flame nozzles cooked all the victims to
a fine ash.

“About two hundred Jews were led into each chamber at a time, told to undress, remove
all jewelry, shave, and take a shower,” Goldberg notes. “After they were clean and tidy,



they were gassed, whereon the entire chamber was lifted up from the floor to the waiting
jets of flame. While the bodies were being cremated inside the gas chamber, the Nazis
processed the victims’ belongings. Clothes, suitcases, shoes, hair, eyeglasses, and
excrement were all used for the Nazi war effort.”

When the chamber was lowered once more, Goldberg says, Jewish Sonderkommandos
cleaned out the grizzly remains, and led another 200 Jews inside. Then the new batch of
victims were gassed and raised once more to the flames in a process that continued round
the clock.

But if Jews were cremated inside the gas chambers, then why didn’t the Nazis simply
roast their Jewish victims? Why waste time with gassing them?

“Nazi morality was incredibly twisted,” Goldberg explains. “They considered gas to be
quick and painless, whereas roasting everyone alive, including children, was seen as
inhumane. As if it mattered how six million innocent victims were exterminated.”

To prove his assertions, Goldberg asked Ashkelon Industries, an Israeli defense
contractor, to construct a Nazi gas chamber according to the diagrams that Goldberg
recently discovered. The results so pleased the board members of the United States
Holocaust Memorial and Museum that they have asked for replicas of the “big lift” gas
chambers to be installed in most major Holocaust museums around the world.

BELOW: On the door of a Nazi typical gas chamber, the word dusche (German for
“shower”) led victims to believe they were being led inside so they could simply wash
up.



BELOW: An actual hydraulic gas chamber being raised into flame jets for the cremation
process.
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